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100% ELECTRIC SCOOTER WITH SPANISH TECHNOLOGY EQUALS THE ACCELERATION OF TESLA MODEL S AND
CHALLENGE THE BMW C EVOLUTION

1G aceleleración in electric scooter!
On the right, Guenther Seemann President of BMW Group Spain during delivery fleet of 100% electric
scooter BMW C evolution zero emissions to then Mayor of Barcelona Xavier Trias

Ricardo Fraguas Poole

And all the better is not the owner and that the urban scooter with Spanish technology, even weighing 150
kg, equipped with an engine of only 2.2 kW. The Secret explains, one of its developers, Angel Ramos, co-

director of the Laboratory of Innovation Ideas Lura Development Research Center of the Energy and Innovation, with base in
Spain.

"Quite simply we got better use of energy. We optimize the performance of electric motors managing the energy supply and most
appropriate way to not only lighten the engine to maximize their strengths, their "suffering" which is manifested primarily in heat
generation, but it catalyzes also the possibility of its transformation ".

Friends of the "Center for Research, Development and Innovation Energy for a Better World", never cease to amaze. After its
patents and models of use of its engines applied to solar photovoltaic generation systems and improvements in power generation
by heat transfer, now, they give a decisive step in its development to optimize yields applied to the electric motor all transportation:
motorcycles, cars, buses, trucks and airplanes now.

We can not even account for the manufacturers who have already placed their trust in the R & D of our friends in the Sierra de
Madrid, to apply its technology to the engines of their vehicles in mass production. If we could reach Colmenar Lab would see the
R & D working flat out on vehicles known brands and leading marches.

Yet the other co-director of the Laboratory of Innovation, Luis Zuniga, insists that one of its main wish is their technology use and
enjoyment and so widespread that it is not only in the hands of a few manufacturers. "We want to contribute decisively, rather than
the democratization of high performance, also, to the true liberalization of transport people and goods from dependence on fossil
fuels and limiting combustion engines, in which emissions and efficiency It refers energy ".

And do not hide their preferences to the next stake. "A good friend has told us that Guenther Seemann, someone who has been
around in BMW and recently took over a year apparently will and own choice for the presidency of BMW Spain, is convinced of the
need the paradigm shift in the dependence on fossil fuels for transport and has promoted and promotes entrepreneurship BMW in
sustainable manufacturing of clean vehicles.

"We know our developments to lay their hands on our technology. People like him, with his ability and conviction, have the
potential to raise the level of manufacturing and implementation, in its different applications, and global commercialization we
want. "

It seems that point either because BMW, Bayerische Motoren Werke, the Bavarian engine manufacturer, is a company with
developers of pioneering spirit, traditionally linked to innovation in the manufacture of motors and committed to contributing to the
creation of a fully Transportation free of emissions.

For many consecutive years the company is manufacturing of vehicles leading sustainability indexes such as the Dow Jones
serves more behaviors and parameters of sustainability and sustainable development worldwide.
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BMW is also the leading group of the Carbon Disclosure Project's Global 500 that brings together the world's leading companies
with pro sustainability practices.

"But in addition to its innovations in this field they transcend and reach the citizen, as the recent creation of its Leipzig plant that
produces the energy needed to manufacture its 100% electric vehicles renewable sources" Aim Angel Ramos, and continues: "We
want to developments in our hands, we would try our bike. We know loves his scooter BMW C Evolution Electric 100%. No
wonder, is the best on the market. It is very nice, accelerates well, behaves great and has 100 km of autonomy on paper. But is
that to do what he does need an electric motor BMW's next generation power rating of 11kW (15hp) with peak deliveries of 35kW
(47cv) and also be water-cooled heat -must thing, we're wasting energy -. It has a battery pack 11kw / h to 100 km and to
accelerate from 0 to 50km / h in 2.7 segundos.Pero is that, friends, well beat our record autonomy of 100 km with a battery pack
2.8 kW, we have managed to produce a G acceleration. The first surprise we've been seeing tester data and dyno. We saw and
noticed in street going spectacularly well but after the record of autonomy, really did not expect results so striking again. "

1 G acceleration is the acceleration that such experience in free fall and that means accelerating from 0 to 35km / h in 1 second!

I have to go back to attest, with the last settings, the power delivery of the bike during testing is brutal, but more significant is that
who originally provided, before passing through the hands of our friends, it was a motorcillo Chinese 2.2kW pvp 120 euros. Now
apparently the same motorcillo unless not heated and provides the push of a colossus.

"We initially chose this engine to demonstrate that this technology optimizes engine performance through better energy efficiency
is applicable to any electric motor, also the cheapest and not necessarily more advanced technology."

"We hope to have the pleasure of meeting Guenther Seemann and you can test our developments dedicated to improving the
performance of the electric motor to greatly expand autonomy also lowering costs. We trust that you will know to assess the
possibility of their use for use and enjoyment of all. "


